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Luzzara, 25th June 2011

PRESS COMMUNICATION
“TEST TO GROW”
In Veveri (Novara - Italy), AIRO put its new creature to the test : an alternate-current
electrical articulated aerial platform

“Test us” is the theme of the event completely dedicated to the communication campaign
launched by AIRO during 2011. An appointment in addition to those already realized this
year by the company of Luzzara (RE).
It’s also a chance to “meet” and test, in world preview, the two new articulated platform
A12 JE and A15 JE, where AIRO summarizes technological innovation and low
environmental impact. Two models on which the company has worked with devotion by
committing important resources, with the intention of giving birth to two really new
products.
The A12 JE and A15 JE born with a winning combination of advanced technologies and
excellent performances, with a modern and smart design, that well expresses all the
Italianity of the project, born and developed in the heart of the Emilian company: the
design department and production plant.
The prime feature of these two new platforms is that they are electrically driven, being
equipped with an alternate-current motor, for both drive and lifting movements.
In terms of precision and comfort the drive and lifting movements have been upgraded,
thus further improving the already successful operating experience on the AIRO models.
Should be emphasized that in the two new models A12 JE and A15 JE it’s possible to
perform more movements simultaneously, without any reduction in speed. This feature,
very interesting for users, was introduced by the decision to adopt a pump with variable
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capacity that, for example, with the machine fully closed, it is possible to rotate the turret
while the machine is moving. This means a considerable reduction in steering radius
which ensures easier operation in small spaces and is time saving for the operator.
From the point of view of the reached heights, the two new models are suitable for working
at heights in environments with little room for manoeuvre. The A12 JE achieves a working
height of 12 meters, with outreach of 7,5 meters and a width of only 1,2 meter. The model
A15 JE, instead, achieves a working height of 15 meters, with outreach of 8,95 meters and
a width of only 1,5 meter. For transportation and storage, both articulated platforms can be
reduced of more than one meter due to the folding of the JIB.
In addition to the new articulated platform A12 JE and A15 JE, in Veveri event (Novara Italy) other platforms of the AIRO range will be shown: X 14 EW, X 12 EN, R 17 DC, XP 5
E, XLP 5 E, V 5 E, XL 19 RTD and A 16 J RTD.

COMPANY PROFILE

TIGIEFFE, founded in 1980 as partner for the construction of PIMESPO special forklifts,
has subsequently specialized in lifting products called AIRO, today expressed in a wide
range of self-propelled aerial platforms (more than 60 models), featured by the care in the
design and in the production quality.
AIRO, in ancient Greek means getting up, lift, raise up: the best combination to define a
company with a strong history and a propensity for technological resources and what
better historic moment to reaffirm this identity.
Thirty years after birth, AIRO is a well-known leader brand in Europe, appreciated for its
completeness of its services, including consulting, models personalization, assistance and
certified training IPAF.
AIRO, Italian reality with main office in Luzzara in the province of Reggio Emilia, is present
in Europe and South East Asia, with trade agreements also in China and South America.
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